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Weather summary
Cloudy and rainy at times, with high 
winds and very cold temperatures 
this weekend. 
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What's next: Lots of people offer ideas as 
Parliament finally weights the possibilities.
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apartments vacated 
again due to building, 
infrastructure damage.
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MARI TEFRE / PROSPECTS PRESS
Cary Fowler, founder of the Svalbard Global Seed Vault, examines two vials of containing specimens buried about 150 meters deep in the mountain. 

An "L.A. crime reporter" busts the FBI for 
leaving behind a flip-flop on foreign soil.

KJERSTiN ASKHOLT / SYSSELMANNEN

Under development
Proposed Svalbard budget for '17 nixs avalanche projects – for now  

Chechen paratroopers unload gear at Svalbard 
Airport this spring in a provocation by Russia and 
a possible violation of the Svalbard Treaty.

Review: 'Seeds on Ice' gets global raves – but does it reveal the 'Doomsday Vault's' true secrets?

See REVIEW, page 7

https://us-
mg6.mail.yahoo.c
om/neo/
launch?.rand=epm
v8hf4ja5bp#
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By MARK SABBATINI
Editor 

New scientific research facilities and a few 
new officers to boost airport security are in. 
Avalanche-related construction projects are out 
– for now, although that might change during 
the next few weeks.

Those are the most significant items in the 
Norwegian government's proposed budget for 
Svalbard for 2017. The budget unveiled last 
Thursday allocates a total of 461 million kroner, 
a 2.2 percent increase compared to this year.

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

Nobody's ever peed inside the Svalbard 
Global Seed Vault, which is a bit surprising 
given all the media/VIP tours and the fact 

there's a chemical toilet in there. Then again, 
it's not like a lot of normal human functions 
are happening in what staffers adamantly 
refuse to call the Doomsday Vault.

The "new Noah's Ark" inside a Svalbard 

mountain – where zombies, aliens and mad 
scientist supervillains roam, if various video 
game and conspiracy scenarios are to be be-
lieved – is going through one of its biggest 
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Cruising: Getting out of 
danger, but into 'death?'

Another cruise season is about to embark 
full speed ahead in Svalbard, but the smiles of 
those greeting passengers aren't being shared 
by a lot of industry executives these days.

They took a blow last month when Britain 
issued a warning telling travelers cruising here 
is too dangerous. That warning may be re-

Mainland town claims to be top 
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on Tuesdays (or thereabouts), with printed 
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Charges are on an "at cost" basis.

Copyright stuff
Original contents of this publication can be 
reproduced for non-commercial purposes free 
of charge if Icepeople is credited as the 
source. The original writers, photographers 
and other contributors retain their rights to all 
published works.

Corrections policy
When we screw up you'll know about it – on 
the front page. One of the big complaints 
about newspapers is they tend to bury 
corrections and clarifications deep inside 
where few people who read the original article 
see them. If we need to fix something, an alert 
box on the front page will state what story is in 
error and where the full correction is printed.

Submitting material 
Letters, columns, photos and other material 
are welcome, but we can't offer pay for 
published items since nobody here is getting 
paid at the moment. Submissions in electronic 
form (text, Word documents, JPEGs, etc.) are 
highly preferred, although typing and/or 
scanning of items will be considered on a per-
case basis. We reserve the right to edit 
submissions for length, clarity, accuracy, libel 
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those greeting passengers aren't being shared 
by a lot of industry executives these days.

They took a blow last month when Britain 
issued a warning telling travelers cruising here 
is too dangerous. That warning may be re-

Icesheet
Random bits of the week's weirdness:

Proving we're not part of the global conspir-
acy against Wiggy Trump, we're sharing some 
shocking news about our local wildlife from the 
only media source he can count on to tell The 
Truth. Breitbart, in a story headlined "The 
Truth About Polar Bears: They’re a Danger-
ous, Out of Control Pest" (tinyurl.com/gvk-
agxu), refers to five Canadian kids "terrified 
out of their lives by the extremely rare sight of 
a polar bear roaming through their village," 
Russian scientists "besieged by a group of a 
dozen ravenous adult polar bears" and the four 
bears killed in Svalbard this year due to human 
encounters. The article claims the global polar 
bear population "has increased five- or six-fold 
from around 5,000 to between 22,000 and 
31,000," and the real threat to their existence is 
they're "simply too healthy." The top-rated 
reader comment (out of 263 at presstime) was 
by "Fenbeagle," who noted "Oh blimey. If 
they're islamic too we're doomed. Particularly if 
they insist on wearing burkinis. (It's a blind 
spot.)" Prompting, naturally, exactly the kind of 
high-minded discussion you'd expect … We 
threw in a weather quip last week when we got 

heavy snowfall on the first day of October, but 
as we noted, we're also "in a long stretch where 
any type of weather is possible." That's certain-
ly providing true with increasingly extreme ex-
amples (and if we weren't Trump Touts for a 
week we'd say perhaps climate change is re-
sponsible), as last Friday the temperature at 
Svalbard Airport hit a record 10.1 degrees 
Celsius, beating the previous October record 
of 8.9 degrees in 1984. And forecasters are 
predicting we could get 25-35 millimeters this 
Friday night and Saturday morning, which 
would be the kind of storm that normally oc-
curs every 20 years or so.

The reach of the Doodle is global, except for the Norwe-
gian archipelago of Svalbard, which does not have any Doo-
dles. Google was incorporated in 1998, but the roots of the 
company go back a little more than that.

Friday morning was measured 10.1 degrees on Svalbard 
Airport. This is the highest recorded temperature in October 
since records at the airport in 1975.

Also in Svea were set a new record of 10.0 degrees.

The previous October record at the airport was 8.9 de-
grees. It was set in 1984, tells state meteorologist Jon Auster-

Mainland town claims to be top 
per-person telethon giver, a title 
held by Longyearbyen for years

In search of a bite

Get some real dirt on icepeople!
Our global headquarters available for rent during the March 20 eclipse! Sleeps three on actual 
furnishings (double bed and sofa), plus a few can squeeze in on the floor. Washing machine, turbo 
wi-fi and about a 5-10 minute walk to most places. Plus, you'll be helping provide our pitiful little 
newspaper with desperately needed funds. Contact marksabbatini@yahoo.com for details.

SYSSELMANNEN

PRIVATE

A walrus swimming in open water is captured by nature photographer Felix Heintzenberg for his 
newly released book (in Swedish) showing changes to the wildlife and landscape in Svalbard and 
other Arctic areas during the past 20 years. He said the change is particularly noticeable in 
Svalbard, where he sees polar bears, birds and other species increasingly unable to find food.

Waaaait a minute…Who allowed this greenie 
propaganda photo to slip by our Truthy editor?

ANONYMOUS

FELIX HEINTZENBERG
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Weather forecast for Longyearbyen
Wednesday

Cloudy. NE winds to 29 km/h. 
High 4C (2C wind chill), low 
1C (-3C wind chill).

Sunrise: 9:02a; sunset: 4:23p 

Thursday
Cloudy. N winds to 18 km/h. 
High 2C (-1C wind chill), low 
1C (-2C wind chill).

Sunrise: 9:11a; sunset: 4:14p 

Saturday
Rain/snow. E winds to 52 km/
h. High 4C (0C wind chill), low 
-4C (-11C wind chill).

Sunrise: 9:29a; sunset: 3:55p
Extended forecast: Sunday, cloudy, -5C (10C), -6C (-11C), light 6:06h; Monday, rain/snow, -6C (-11C), 4C (0C), light 5:42h; 
Tuesday, rain, 4C (1C), 3C (0C), light 5:24h; Wednesday, rain, 3C (0C), -2C (-6C), light 5:01h

Data provided by Storm.no

Friday
Rain. NE winds to 35 km/h. 
High 4C (0C wind chill), low 
1C (-2C wind chill).

Sunrise: 9:20a; sunset: 4:04p 

HEADLINES STOLEN FROM

SVALBARDPOSTEN
VERDENS NORDLIGSTE AVIS

Here are Svalbard's 10 richest 
people – or so says the gov't

Turid Telebond is Svalbard's richest 
woman, according to the Norwegian govern-
ment, but she says the figures don't tell the 
whole truth. "If you own a home (on the main-
land), the tax valuation is added to your wealth, 
and it is much lower than the current value," 
she said. "While if you live here and might 
have sold your property on the mainland and 
put money in the bank, then you have what you 
have in the bank. I therefore believe that many 
here in Svalbard have unnaturally high assets 
listings." The government, which makes makes 
the savings and tax data of all residents in Nor-
way available in an online database, shows 
tourism and recreation titan Sigmund Wenaas,
42, is by far the richest person in Svalbard with 
assets of 934,858,027 kroner, compared to sec-
ond-ranked Arne Kristoffersen with 18,083,530 
kroner. The remaining top ten – listed by 
name, savings and income are: Ole I. Reistad, 
13,328,328, 541,532; Turid Telebond, 
12,618,751, 1.169,515; Snorre Olaussen 
11,684,829, 2,170,275; Mary-Ann Dahle, 
11,540,131, 990,911; Terje Aunevik, 
10,505,889, 3,572,686; Harald Soleim, 
10,422,113, 312,341; Bjørn Dommersnes 
10,059,430, 1,232,242; and Einar Buø, 
9.804,658, 598,440.

Brewer hoping to relax rules 
for retails sales of local beer

Robert Johansen, who spent six years get-
ting alcohol laws in Svalbard changed so he 
could open a local brewery, is now hoping to 
persuade the Norwegian government to relax 
a restriction on the strength of the beer he can 
sell locally. Two of Svalbard Bryggeri's five 
beers – India Pale Ale and Stout – cannot be 
sold at the Nordpolet retail store because they 
contain more than 4.75 percent alcohol. The 
restriction is less strict in local eateries, which 
are allowed to sell beer with up to seven per-
cent alcohol content, the amount in the brew-
ery's two strongest beers. Frank Bakke-
Jensen, a Conservative Party member of Par-
liament, is asking Minister of Health and So-
cial Services Bent Høie to amend the regula-
tion so retail sales of six-percent beer are al-
lowed. Høie said full policy review is planned 
during the next couple of years. 

Two weeks after mining ends, 
new company formed to offer 
year-round tourism at Svea

Tourists visit Svea during a dogsledding trip offered by Basecamp Spitsbergen this spring. The tourism 
company began offer trips to the mine in January, supplementing its tours of the closed Mine 3 near 
Longyearbyen, but Store Norske is now switching to a partnership with the larger Spitsbergen Travel.

Starting at the end

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

HAL TEARSE

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

If nothing else, seeing a major part of Sval-
bard's history on its deathbed should make for 
interesting dinner talk afterwards.

Two weeks after mining officially shut 
down at Svea, Store Norske and Spitsbergen 
Travel announced they have joined to form the 
company Svea Svalbard, which will offer tours 
of the nearly vacant settlement. The tours will 
add to a growing list of existing and planned 
tours being offered at Store Norske's other for-
mer mining facilities.

 "This is a wonderful facility with an un-
beatable location, all the infrastructure is 
present and ready to be used for tourism," said 
Store Norske Administrative director Wenche 
Ravlo in a prepared statement.

The new company will offer tours by 
snowmobile, boat and air. Basecamp Spitsber-
gen began offering the first commercial tours of 
Svea in January by dogsled and snowmobile, 

but Ravlo said the new agreement with Spits-
bergen Travel will allow for a higher volume of 
traffic. The new company also plans to offer 
dining and accommodation facilities, plus vari-
ous year-round activities.

All tourism companies in Svalbard will be 
allowed the sell the tours and receive commis-
sions for them, according to the prepared state-
ment announcing the new company.

"This will be a positive addition to the en-
tire travel industry in Longyearbyen because it 
expands the range of activities for visitors to 
Longyearbyen and makes it even more attrac-
tive to visit Svalbard," the statement asserts.

Some tourism companies have complained 
about Store Norske, which is fully owned by 
the Norwegian government, being an active 
competitor with the private sector. The govern-
ment, in a revised "white paper" outlining poli-
cy goals for Svalbard, stated the government 
shouldn't be in the tourism businesses. Private 
operators state they are at a disadvantage since 
Store Norske receives government funds for, 
among other things, maintaining the mine at 
Svea in the hope it can reopen.



Kim Holmén, international director of the Norwegian Polar Institute, center, provides a tour of Ny-Ålesund's research facilities to a delegation from Japan.
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There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

Turning down the thermostat 
among the simplest, most useful 
tips at conservation conference

Worth 1,078 wordsWorth 1,078 words

See Nora's portfolio at www.nora.heime.net

Expressive and enigmatic photos of 
Svalbard by Nora Grøndal.

120 X 80 cm on aluminum or acrylic, with 
anti-contact wall fixtures - 3,200 kroner

Small floating table/shelf images - 350 kroner

Arts&Crafts Center at Galleri Svalbard.
Open 11-17 daily      95 10 49 45 

Science, airport security get boost
MARZENA KACZMARSKA / KINGS BAY

Landslide warning 
issued to hikers

A 

Longyearbyen Community recalls that 
everyone is responsible for their own safety out 
and about.

These days there is a part landslides around, 
so pay attention.

We ask you to pay special attention to the 
area north of sarcophagus (where the path 
toward sarcophagus - Lars Breen runs), here 
have big soil slid out in recent weeks. When 
masses slipping out it means that the 
permafrost thaws further down, which may 
cause new landslides. 

icepeople

is now the first newspaper in Europe to be 
accepted as a full member of the Association of 
Alternative Newsmedia. That means a whole new 
global audience will be looking to Svalbard – and 
what it might have to offer those who visit. Tell 
them what you have with our extremely affordable 
print and website advertising, designed either by 
you or by us. 
Contact marksabbatini@yahoo.com or 4151 4638 
for details.

BUDGET, from page 1
The largely status quo budget lacks many 

of the investments locals leaders were hoping 
for as Longyearbyen faces a turbulent econom-
ic future after the near-total shutdown of Store 
Norske this month. But two wild cards may al-
ter what Parliament ultimately approves: a re-
port later this month assessing which structures 
are vulnerable to avalanches and the final ver-
sion of a "white paper" defining policy goals 
for Svalbard that Parliament is expected to vote 
on next month.

"The government will continue with follow 
the developments in the Longyearbyen commu-
nity to come and will subsequently consider the 
need to meet any challenges with targeted mea-
sures," the budget report states.

The following are new areas of investment, 
according to the document:

• 20.5 million kroner for a research build-
ing in Ny-Ålesund.

• Five million kroner for new programs in-
volving the Svalbard Science Forum and The 
Research Council of Norway, plus an addition-
al five million kroner for research council 
projects.

• Seven million kroner for The Governor of 
Svalbard to hire four new employees, including 
three officers to boost security at Svalbard Air-
port.

• One-and-a-half million kroner to fund an 
artists' residency program at Kunsthall 
Svalbard.

• One million kroner to continue an 

avalanche warning system activated shortly af-
ter the avalanche last Dec. 19. that destroyed 11 
homes and killed two people.

A total of 151.5 million kroner is allocated 
to the city of Longyearbyen next year, essen-
tially the same as this year adjusted for 
inflation, about 30 million kroner less than the 
Longyearbyen Community Council requested.

 A major part of the omitted funds was 20 
million kroner for "housing, densification and 
transformation" projects as local leaders pre-
pare what may be a large-scale move of resi-
dents near mountainsides considered at risk of 
avalanches. A report assessing what structures 
are safe is expected at the end of the month.



Dirty hard core photos
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Annbjørg Austbø, the first woman to work inside a mine in Svalbard, and current Store Norske miner Svein Jonny Albrigtsen tour the "Kullfolk" exhibit.  
MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE

‘Kullfolk’ exhibit shows a rock-solid workforce, now nearly vanquished, to a new era of ‘soft people’

MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE
Svein Jonny Albrigtsen and Annbjørg Austbø are shown during their working days in Svalbard's mines. 
The sign she's holding asks her coworkers not to pee at the entrance to the mine due to the smell.

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

"Miners don't like having their picture tak-
en," said Birger Amundsen, minutes before pre-
senting a room filled with about 30 enormous 
portraits of the workers' dirty faces from the 
past 25 years in Svalbard.

Furthermore, the longtime journalist and 
author said he's sad to see the coal miners being 
replaced "soft people" in tourism, an industry 
"without a core," but since the room of his pho-
tos is at Svalbard Museum it means most of the 
people looking at his exhibit will be – wait for 
it – tourists.

If Amundsen's attitude seems a bit crusty, 
perhaps is due to a long kinship with the local 
"Kullfolk," the title of the exhibit unveiled this 
week. He began taking the photos in Mine 3 in 
1991 and was as much colleague as correspon-
dent, with his own uniform and come-and-go 
privileges anytime day or night.

"For me it's so important that the miners 
represent the core of Svalbard – it's not soft" he 
said, explaining the paradox of putting photo-
shy people on display at a tourist attraction.

Store Norske, which is celebrating its 100-
year anniversary this year, brought an end to 
Longyearbyen's lifetime history as a mining 
town on Oct. 1 when it completed the nearly to-
tal shutdown of all operations. The company 
has jettisoned all but 100 of what was a 400-
person workforce in 2012, roughly half of 
whom are working at the relatively low-produc-
tion Mine 7 and the rest in evolving areas such 

as developing shutdown mines into tourist sites.
Amundsen said the process is similar to 

what he saw when he was living in Lofoton, 
where a once-strong fishing industry is being 
replaced by tourist activities highlighting the 
area's past.

"They're building up more and more artifi-
cial things," he said. "The fake world will take 
over more and more."

Amundsen said his exhibit, which will re-
main on display until Dec. 30, "is not done for 
tourists."

"It's a celebration for the miners," he said. 
"This is sort of my handshake to the miners to 
say thanks after all this time."

The photos range from his first days inside 
Mine 3 to the final days at Svea in September. 
Amundsen said it took three months of full-
time work to select the exhibition photos from 
his enormous collection.

"That was really hard," he said. "A lot of 
those people are friends of mine. I tried to see 
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• Quality gold, silver and diamonds at very good prices

• Distinctive watches, scarves and leather handbags

• Diverse selection of  Svalbard souvenirs

• Located in Lompensenteret in the center of  town

We look forward to seeing you!

Gems from a small, independent 
jewelry store as unique as Svalbard

+47 7902 1816 • post@gullgruva.com
Follow us on Facebook: Gullgruva Arctic Design

the quality of the picture and not the quality of 
the person."

 Among the estimated 60 people attending 

the exhibit opening was Annbjørg Austbø, the 
first woman to work for Store Norske inside a 
mine as a cleaner at Mine 3. A photo from 1996 
when she was in his mid-40s shows her holding 

a soon-to-be-posted sign asking miners to stop 
peeing in the entrance to the mine.

Birger Amundsen, left, discusses his "Kullfolk" photo exhibit with Svein Jonny Albrigtsen and Annbjørg Austbø during its debut at Svalbard Museum.
MARK SABBATINI / ICEPEOPLE

EXERCISE, from page 1

Exhibit for 'Kullfolk,' not tourists 
There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.
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'Seed' samples
The Svalbard Global Seed Vault during its construction phrase, which began in 2006 and was completed in 2008. The facility cost 45 million kroner.

COURTESY OF CARY FOWLER

The need for seeds
"Agriculture faces its most severe set of 

challenges since the Neolithic period. Society 
will need at least a 50 percent increase in food 
production by the middle of this century to 
keep pace with population growth and develop-
ment. We will expect farmers to produce more 
food on less land with less water (agriculture 
already consumes 70 percent of the world’s 
fresh water supply) and reduced nutrients 
(phosphorus production, absolutely essential to 
plant growth, will peak later in this century and 
become much more expensive long before 
that). Then there is climate change."

How many seeds exist? 
"I like to illustrate the difference between 

varieties and diversity with an analogy. Sup-
pose your task is to conserve the diversity of 
dogs. You can’t conserve all individual dogs, 
but to capture as much of the overall diversity 
of dogs as possible, you can conserve a sample. 
You have a backyard full of poodles. That’s 
one sample. Your neighbor has a backyard full 
of mutts from the animal shelter. That’s another 
sample. Each of you has one sample of dogs. 
But who has the most diversity?"

An inauspicious start
"Our first day on Svalbard soil as a com-

mittee began disastrously. Rune Bergstrøm, as-

sembled local government leaders, mine offi-
cials, and others around a large table in the gov-
ernor’s office. Introductions were made and I 
explained why we were there. Could we expand 
the shaft in the now abandoned coal mine to ac-
commodate more seeds? This seemed the obvi-
ous approach. Arne Kristoffersen, a straight-
talking coal miner spoke up first. Our idea was 
a terrible one, he declared. Absolutely unwork-
able. Coal mines are dangerous places. They’re 
dirty. They cave in, catch on fire, even explode! 
It was impossible to imagine this being a good 

or safe place for seeds. Heads nodded in agree-
ment. We had come straight from the airport 
into this meeting and now I wondered whether 
we might be able to catch the same plane back 
if we hurried. I felt stupid. My little committee 
had flown all the way to Svalbard at some ex-
pense for what amounted, in terms of 
substance, to a one-minute meeting."

Conspiracy theories
"Perhaps because a magazine writer 

dubbed it the 'doomsday vault' early on, and be-
cause it is so inaccessible and 'hidden' within a 
mountain, the Seed Vault has attracted more 
than its fair share of conspiracy theories…First 
there were people who claimed the Seed Vault 
was connected with a Mayan calendar predic-
tion of the end of the world in 2012. But 2012 
passed without incident. Then there were peo-
ple who claimed the Vault was the centerpiece 
of a global eugenics plot connected with Hitler. 
No kidding. Then the Vault was said to be a se-
cret NATO facility…"

Don't call it 'doomsday'
"The Svalbard Global Seed Vault was not 

built in a spirit of pessimism. It was not built by 
people obsessed with “doomsday.” It was con-
ceptualized and constructed by optimists and 
pragmatists, by people who wanted to do some-
thing to preserve options so that humanity and 
its crops might be better prepared for change."

moments of fame right now with the release of 
the book "Seeds On Ice: Svalbard and the 
Global Seed Vault" by vault founder Cary 
Fowler. The 161-page hardback, hailed as 
much for its photos by longtime Longyearbyen 
resident Mari Terfe as Fowler's narrative, has 

been the "featured book of the week" in major 
publications such as the Washington Post and 
the Los Angeles Times, the latter calling it "a 
cross between a coffeetable title and a TED 
talk."

"(Seeds on Ice) opens the door not only to 
the Vault, but to a process that shows Norwe-

gian leadership and international cooperation at 
its best," according to a review by High North 
News, arguably the most intelligent newspaper 
cover the Arctic. "Beautifully accompanied by 
photographers Mari Tefre and Jim Richard-
son’s northern images, this book is a tribute to 

REVIEW, from page 1

Coffeetable title meets TED talk

See REVIEW, page 8



the Seed Vault, its unique history, and the na-
ture and people of Svalbard. Read this book, 
and you will know why this is the most impor-
tant bank vault of all."

But is the reverence justified?
As a journalist on Svalbard for eight years, 

I've toured the vault with Cary several times 
and read more articles about his work there 
than I care to count. He indeed tells a captivat-
ing tale about seeds, the perilous future they 
face and the vault's critical role in preserving 
Earth's future food supply. And, yet, some im-
mensely inaccurate factual claims in the section 
about Svalbard that take up the first half of the 
book (in itself a decision open to debate), I'm 
haunted about what other factual claims regard-
ing seeds and the vault might be faulty. If noth-
ing else, he's certainly opened himself up to at-
tack from skeptics (some of whom regard him 
as evil incarnate) who will be able to cite his in-
accuracies.

Just to name a few examples: "some years, 
bears come into Longyearbyen several dozen 
times" and "everyone who lives in Svalbard has 
a polar bear story" (if I recall, one in three peo-
ple here have actually seen a polar bear and far 
fewer have "stories" involving anything more 
than a glimpse of them). And he's way off on 
some basics such as when the polar night occurs.

All this is buried in a narrative about Sval-
bard that takes up the first 75 pages of the book 
without mentioning the seeds or the vault. 
Good call or bad call? I can see the arguments 
in favor – notably it will appeal to a broader au-
dience seeking a general book about Svalbard – 
but I also get uncomfortable reading passages 
about aspects of a supposed modern life here 
that no longer exist (i.e. a hotel offering polar 
bear on the menu after one was shot; as far as I 
know, that's no longer a thing for many years, 
the least he could do it mention that). But all in 

all, it's a decent summary – and the real high-
light is Terfe's photos, although they aren't any 
better or worse than any other coffeetable book 
about Svalbard.

It's the latter part of the book, divided into 
sections on seeds and the vault, where Fowler 
separates himself from the countless other pho-
to-heavy books about the archipelago. And the 
question for those wondering whether to fork 
over 250 kroner (plus shipping) on Amazon 
comes down to a very simple question: is the 
subject of interest to you?

If the answer is yes, Fowler is unquestion-
ably one of the world's foremost authorities on 
the subject and his eight years of leading tours 
in the vault and giving interviews about it has 
given him definitely skills as a storyteller 
(which I've seen evolve over time as he's dealt 
with all kinds of moronic questions and re-
quests with infinite patience, including walking 
into the vault repeatedly so cameras could get 
the "right" shot and nonsense busywork such as 
carrying boxes of seeds to-and-fro). 

His narrative about seeds and the vault is a 
mixture of passion, science boiled down to lay-
man's terms and witty stories I'm sure he's told 
during numberous media tours (a bizarre exam-
ple of comparing seeds to backyards overflow-
ing with dogs when explaining how many seed 
species there are being being no mean 
example). While I lament his devoting almost 
half the book to Svalbard rather than the vault, I 
can't think of anything about the latter that is 
overlooked.

Even for those familiar with the vault, 
there are a lot of tales that will inform and en-
tertain (i.e. the no-pee history). He notes, for 
example, "airlines might lose luggage on a reg-
ular basis but, remarkably, 2,291 boxes have 
been shipped to the Seed Vault thus far and 
2,291 have been received." And, in one of my 
favorite passages, he notes the moment the 

vault essentially transitioned from thought to 
reality:

"I was ushered in to see Olav Kjørven, a 
tall and surprisingly young man considering 
that he was state secretary for international de-
velopment at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
The walls of his office were charmingly deco-
rated with the drawings of his young children. I 
had a half hour to present the findings of our 
feasibility study. He listened intently, but 
silently, and I couldn’t read his body language. 
I had no idea whether he liked the plan or 
thought it was nuts. Finally he leaned across the 
table and said:

'Let me get this straight. You’re saying 
these seeds are the most important natural re-
source on earth?'

'Well, yes, I guess so.'
'And you’re saying that Svalbard is the best 

place in the world to conserve them?'
'Yes,” I said with conviction. “It is.'
Then with a shrug of his shoulders and up-

turned palms he replied, 'Well, then how can 
we say no?'"

Furthermore, Fowler excels at explaining 
the dilemma the world's seeds are facing due to 
conflict and climate change, and – to a lesser 
degree –  addresses the concerns of skeptics 
about the vault. His book is unlikely to win the 
latter over, but for those looking for something 
different and more substantial than the usual 
picture book fodder of this lace, this certainly 
ranks in the top-tier options along with recent 
titles such as "The Ice is Melting" (a series of 
essays about climate change) and "Seeds of 
War" (OK, a sorta tongue-in-cheek option in-
volving a highly-regarded paperback thriller 
about the supposedly dark side of the vault) de-
pending on where your interests lay.
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There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.

'Seeds on Ice' delivers the dirt
Cary Fowler, left, holds a box of seeds inside the Svalbard Global Seed Vault. At right, a farmer pouring grain is featured in a new book about the vault.
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"Obsessed with referring to Boaty McBoatface since 2016"

Russia, Norway agree to joint 
seismic exploration of Arctic

Russia and Norway, setting aside their po-
litical differences, have reached a tentative 
agreement allowing joint exploration of the 
Arctic borderland, which will allow seismic 
vessels to cross the border to collect data relat-
ed to oil drilling. "In practice, it is about going 
a few kilometers into the neighboring country's 
area, including the time it takes to turn the ship 
with the measuring equipment that is being 
towed behind it," said Sissel Eriksen, explo-
ration director for the Norwegian Petroleum Di-
rectorate. Officials have said the 175,000-
square-kilometer area in the Barents Sea may 
contain an enormous amount of oil and natural 
gas, and the industry has been rapidly expand-
ing in the High North as new areas are being 
opened to drilling. The equally divided area ex-
tending from the mainland to nearly the North 
Pole was agreed upon in 2011 after 40 years of 
dispute.

– NRK

Large-scale tourism in small 
Arctic towns causing concern 

Some tour operators are expressing con-
cern about the impact of increasingly large 
cruise ships and other mass tourism in small 

Arctic communities such as Longyearbyen. "I 
stay home when the cruise ship tourists come. 
Too many people at the same time. It is really 
stressful," said Fredric Froeberg, 37, a Swedish 
guide who offers snowmobile and boat tours 
from Longyearbyen. "This place should not be-
come too big. Otherwise it will become overex-
ploited, like so many other places around the 
world. What is fantastic here is the nature." Lo-
cal and national leaders have set a goal of dou-
bling tourism revenue – which may mean 
tripling the number of visitors – to help replace 
lost coal mining jobs. The concerns were 
prompted in part by a first-time voyage by the   
1,700-passenger Crystal Serenity that followed 
– in reverse – the route first navigated more 
than a century ago by Norwegian explorer 
Roald Amundsen from Anchorage across the 
Arctic to New York, stopping at numerous 
small indigenous villages along the way. The 
cruise line plans to repeat the journey next year.

– Fagpressnytt

Arctic treaty to open borders 
will allow scientists in Russia 

The Arctic Council is preparing a treaty to 
be signed in the spring to promote scientific co-
operation among the eight Arctic nations, a 
move that would benefit scientists who need 
access to Russian territory and research for 
their work on topics ranging from climate 
change to how oil changes when it’s exposed to 

severe cold. David Balton, the United States’ 
ambassador to the council and the chairman of 
the council’s senior Arctic officials, hailed it as 
a groundbreaking agreement. The officials have 
been meeting all week in Portland, Maine, to 
discuss policy issues that affect Arctic nations. 
“We are trying to allow Arctic science to be 
science without borders,” Balton said. “Not all 
science proceeds as smoothly in the Arctic as 
we might like yet. There are restrictions, partic-
ularly in Russia, about entry and exit of scien-
tists from other nations, and their material and 
data. With this, all the nations in the Arctic will 
allow much more freedom to conduct science.” 
The lack of access and cooperation impaired a 
planned joint census by Norway and Russia of 
polar bears in the Barents Sea region last year, 
resulting in only Svalbard's bears being 
counted.

– Portland Press Herald

Poor infrastructure limiting 
Russia's Arctic tourism

About 44,000 people made overnight visits 
in Svalbard last year despite the high cost, sug-
gesting there is a lucrative opportunity for Rus-
sian settlements here, but a lack of infrastruc-
ture is preventing that potential from being 
reached, according to Roman Skory, deputy 
head of the Russian Federal Agency for 
Tourism. "We have many bookings for the 
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Longyearbyen's population triples for a day as the today as the MSC Spendida, which can carry about 5,000 passengers and crew, docks in August.
POLE POSITION LOGISTICS



Russian part of Spitsbergen," he said during  
International Cooperation in the Arctic: New 
Challenges and Vectors of Development con-
ference this week. "At present, we are not ready 
to provide services matching international re-
quirements: we have no in-demand hotels, and 
there are problems with infrastructure 
facilities." He said the same investment is need-
ed in other areas of the Russian Arctic. "We 
have suggested building dual-purpose airports 
and hope that our ideas will be heeded. Con-
struction of air transport hubs is common prac-
tice all over the world: the military cooperate 
with civilian authorities in terms of infrastruc-

ture improvement." 
–  Arctic.ru

Photos of glacier taken 75 
years apart show vast melting

Two pictures of a Svalbard glacier taken 75 
years apart reveal an enormous loss of ice, as 
well as a trend occurring elsewhere in the 
archipelago, according to Hanne Hammer 
Stien, general manger of the Polar Museum in 
Tromsø. "It's one thing is to hear someone talk 
about the ice melting and disappearing," he 
said. "It's something completely different to see 
it in black and white as with these images." The 
first photo of Gullybreen in Magdalenefjorden 

was taken in 1937, the second in 2012 by  pho-
tographer and historian Tyrone Martinsson as 
part of an exhibition at the museum until Jan-
uary showing historic photos of Svalbard com-
pared to modern ones. She said changes after 
1950 are the most prominent. "Anthropogenic 
change is the a very hot topic and Svalbard is 
very much affected by this," she said. "Both be-
cause of climate change caused by human ac-
tivity elsewhere and because there have been 
people on Svalbard for many centuries." A de-
scription of the exhibit notes "northwest Sval-
bard in the period from 1594 changed from be-
ing an area for whaling and hunting to become 
a national park with increasing tourism. Despite 
a desire to safeguard and protect the rich area… 
the area is affected by the modern society."

– Nordlys

, "reads the press release about the research project. 
–  Nordlys 

As sea ice rapidly vanishes, so do 
ivory gulls in Arctic

Bookings for extreme and expedition tours in the Arctic 
are coming from various parts of the world. The region, Sko-
ry said, will be even more attractive for tourists if relevant in-
frastructure is created. For example, around 44,000 tourists 
visited the Spitsbergen (Svalbard) Archipelago last year de-
spite the high cost, which shows that the tourism potential of 
the Russian part of Spitsbergen is quite high.

"We have many bookings for the Russian part of Spits-
bergen. At present, we are not ready to provide services 
matching international requirements: we have no in-demand 
hotels, and there are problems with infrastructure facilities… 
We have suggested building dual-purpose airports and hope 
that our ideas will be heeded. Construction of air transport 
hubs is common practice all over the world: the military co-
operate with civilian authorities in terms of infrastructure im-
provement," Skory said.                   e.

- New Scientist
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Need the straight scoop on all things Svalbard?

www.visitsvalbard.com • +47 79 02 55 50 • info@visitsvalbard.com

SATURDAY

Need the straight scoop on all things Svalbard?

Rules, safety tips, history, fun 
facts, maps, online movies and 

details about major events

A comprehensive calendar of 
tours and activities that's 

updated daily

A subscriber newsletter with all 
media coverage of Svalbard 

during the past week 

Our website offers "one-stop" booking for all lodging, tours and other activities, plus:

Visit us at our website or in person at the end of the 
walking street in the city center going towards Nybyen.

Our website offers "one-stop" booking for all lodging, tours and other activities, plus:

Visit us at our website or in person at the end of the 
walking street in the city center going towards Nybyen.

DAILY, from page 9

FRIDAY

Photos of Gullybreen in northwest Svalbard taken in 1937, left, and in 2012 show a vast loss of ice. Similar melting is occurring elsewhere in the area.
TYRONE MARTINSSON | THE POLAR MUSEUM
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+47 7902 1816 • post@gullgruva.com
Follow us on Facebook: Gullgruva Arctic Design

icepeople
is seeking an editorial intern

Contact Mark Sabbatini at 4151 4638 or 
marksabbatini@yahoo.com if interested.

The world's coolest alternative newspaper has 
managed to go from dead to undead during the 
past few weeks, as our editor and lone reporter 
has officially been certified as a zombie. And with 
this fishwrapper expanding from four pages at the 
beginning of last year to 12 pages – and maybe 
more – this year, it's haunting to think what he 
might turn into if he continues to do it all himself.

Requirements (hard to believe, but we really are 
hardcore "old-school" journalism disciples):
• Basic news writing and photography skills.
• An ability to appear sober while doing interviews.
What you get:
• Nothing (at least in terms of money, but that 
could change if we start turning a profit).
• A bunch of clips and photos that will definitely 
get you noticed when you apply for jobs.
• Expert (seriously) guidance in the ways of the 
trade from our maniacal editor, who's been doing 
this for real all over the world for 30 years.
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Oct. 11
7 p.m.: Catholic Mass. Svalbard Church.
Oct. 12
Weekly women's tour group outing. 
Details at tinyurl.com/hdbb8zl.
6 p.m.: Movie: "Børning 2," Norwegian 
action/comedy, ages 6 and up. 
Kulturhuset.
7 p.m.: Photo exhibit opening: "Kullfolk" 
by Birger Amundsen. Svalbard Museum.
Oct. 13
8 p.m.: Lindy Hop beginners' dance 
course. Kulturhuset (use back entrance).
Oct. 14
2-10 p.m.: Donation of items for 
weekend charity flea market. UNIS.
7 p.m.: Theatercast of play: "Romeo and 
Juliet" performed by the Garrick Theatre. 
Kulturhuset.
Oct. 15
10 a.m.-6 p.m.: Flea market. UNIS.
12:30 p.m.-3 p.m.: Open house at 
government's residence to raise funds 
for annual charity auction. Gov. Kjerstin 
Askholt will present history of the 
governor's office at 1 and 2 p.m.
Oct. 16
11 a.m.: Mass. Svalbard Church.
Noon-4 p.m.: Flea market. UNIS.
5 p.m.: Movie: "Gråtass Gir Gass," 
Norwegian animated, all ages. 
Kulturhuset.
7 p.m.: Movie: "Børning 2," Norwegian 
action/comedy, ages 6 and up. 
Kulturhuset.
Oct. 17
6 p.m.: Yoga. Kulturhuset (back door).
7 p.m.: Movie: "One Flew Over the 
Cuckoo's Nest," hosted by the 
Longyearbyen Film Club. Kulturhuset.
8 p.m.: Travia quiz. Svalbar.
Oct. 18
7 p.m.: Evening Mass and fireplace 
social. Svalbard Church.

What's online
Icepeople.net provides daily updates of 
news about Svalbard and the world's 
polar regions, plus extras for articles from 
the print edition. Among the latest news:
● Russia bets big on Arctic greenhouses
● Glacier melt reveals new Russian islands
● 50 percent less permafrost by 2100?
● Ship tows 1M-ton iceberg as part oil test

"!is book does not only 
cover comprehensive 
information concerning all 
"elds of possible interest, 
but is at the same time a 
photo book containing 
many color images to 
illustrate many wildlife 
and #ower species and to 
document landscapes and 
places from all over the 
archipelago."

- Reader review

THE complete guidebook
by the complete guide

Sailing Voyages • Books • Photography • DVDs • Polar News And Information 

What's up

Gathering of folks suspicious of 
SvatSat and other facilities seen 
as idiotic by intelligence officials

Svalbard Satellite Station is among the facilities in Norway most suspected of conducting illegal activity 
on behalf of foreign militaries by a journalist who organized a conference last week to discuss the issue.

Conspiracy weary
By MARK SABBATINI
Editor

They're both seeking the same thing: a 
more intelligent public when it comes to intelli-
gence activities. They just have vastly different 
views of what that consists of.

A two-day conference in Vadsø last week 
attended by more than 100 people focused on 
the role of nations spying on each other and 
what responsibility they have informing the 
public about the existence of those activities.

Organizers of the conference – including  
Bard Wormdal, a journalist whose 2011 book 
"The Satellite War" claims the Svalbard Satel-
lite Station is being illegally used for military 
purchases by foreign governments – argue the 
lack of transparency about such activities must 
be remedied.

"(The government) in my welcome respon-

sible players who wish to contribute to an in-
formed debate," Tone Bleie, another conference 
organizer, told NRK.

Morten-Haga Lunde, head of Norway's in-
telligence activities, told Afternposten he under-
stands some people might be suspicious, but 
defended his agency's work.

 "They perform a legal and important work 
in Norway," he said. "We must therefore expect 
that there are others who want to track these 
personnel. There is no doubt that foreign intelli-
gence agencies are trying to do it. Therefore, I 
will not tell who or how many people work for 
me in the communities in northern Norway."

Anders Werp, a Conservative party mem-
ber of Parliament and deputy chairman of the 
Justice Committee, took the criticism a step fur-
ther, saying skeptics should do their homework 
before offering their criticisms.

"I think the conference held today is char-
acterized by a naive and conspiratorial theory 
that I do not share," he said.

KONGSBERG SATELLITE SERVICES

There's more! Visit www.icepeople.net 
for the complete story.


